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2a. Cultured Marble and Tile Tops: For cultured marble and tile, we recommend our Original Gel-Gloss 

Kitchen and Bath One Polish and Protector. We specifically designed this product to thoroughly polish and 

protect. It will remove oxidization, surface scratches, water spots, and restore luster. Plus it seals your 

countertops with carnauba wax to protect against future dirt and grime.   

2b. Granite and All Natural Stone Tops: We understand that natural stone tops need a unique type of 

care, and that’s why we created our Counter Gloss Granite and All Natural Stone Cleaner and Polish. It 

will polish, shine, and condition your countertops back to their showroom shine without streaks, smudges, 

or finger prints.  

Your home should be the comfortable and safe place you return to every day, but there are several key surfaces you 

should be aware of that germs love to contaminate. Let’s talk top 5 and how Gel-Gloss has got you covered... 

Protect your home and your loved ones from the ugly build-up of dirt and grime! Click here to learn more about 

our products and where you can buy them. 

 

1. Countertops and Vanities: Countertops get so much use in your 

home that you can guarantee germs are just crawling all over them! 

Salmonella, E. coli, and mold love to live on these surfaces, so you 

need a product that can protect against these disturbing intruders. At 

this point, you’re probably thinking that anything set to destroy germs 

and bacteria will destroy your cultured marble or natural stone top, but 

we have the solution for all your countertops:  

 

2. Cultured Marble and Tile Tops: For cultured marble and tile, we 

recommend our Original Gel-Gloss Kitchen and Bath One Polish and 

Protector. We specifically designed this product to thoroughly polish 

and protect. It will remove oxidization, surface scratches, water spots, 

and restore luster. Plus it seals your countertops with carnauba wax to 

protect against future dirt and grime.   

problem areas in mind. It is a one-step cleaner that will remove dirt, 

grime, mold, oxidization, light surface scratches, water spots, and re-

store luster, leaving behind a protective seal of carnauba wax. Safe for 

fiberglass and ceramic tubs, whirlpools, spas, and glass or ceramic 

cook tops. 

   
5. Windows and Glass: Glass and mirrors attract dust and allergens in 

the air causing them to become grimy and dull while blocking light and 

shine. Our No-Streek Glass Cleaner will polish and protect glass and 

mirrored surfaces without leaving a trace. It is also fantastic for shower 

doors and windshields.

3. Brass and Chrome Handles and Knobs: Our hands collect germs and spread them all over handles and knobs 

throughout the house. For instance, think of how you can’t wash your hands without first touching the faucet handle. It’s a 

problem, but we can solve it. Our Faucet Brite Decorative Fixture Polish is designed to polish, shine, and seal with a pro-

tective coating to resist tarnish and improve water resistance.    

 

4. Fiberglass, Tubs, Showers, and Spas: Bathrooms are natural breeding grounds for bacteria and germs. Due to the 

moisture from the bath and the accumulation of skin cells, they can breed mold.  With constant use, dirt, oxidation, and 

germs can really build up over time if not taken care of. Our Original Gel-Gloss formula was designed with these specific

The Top 5 Dirtiest Surfaces in Your Home
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